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Bad Toys And Good Toys For Boxers 

I thought poltergeists had visited in our absence. We returned from a short trip to the 

supermarket to find our rugs scattered and tossed around the living room, my husband's 

heavy shoe perched precariously on top of the shade of a standing floor lamp, and one 4-
year-old male Boxer very glad to see us, as usual.  

It did not take long to realize that Chauncey was simply having a good time at the living 

room's expense, and he was in such an exceedingly good humor that he continued to fling 

shoes and slippers in the air long alter we had unpacked the foodstuffs and settled down to 
watch the evening news.  

Boxers, you see, are inveterate game players. They play with other dogs, they play with 

their people and they play with "things." They're also perfectly happy to play by themselves 

and are remarkably inventive in the process. It behooves all of us who love them to provide 

them with safe outlets for their considerable energies.  

Bones in many forms are some of the most delectable toys you can offer your Boxer, but do 

not feed regular meat bones that can easily splinter and cause internal injury. Give your dog 

durable, safe nylon bones that will remain attractive to your dog for years and are almost 

indestructible. Remember to get the largest sizes so there is no chance they can be 

swallowed whole. Giant cloth Boodabones knotted so tight they're hard to dismantle are also 

safe and amusing. Soft woolly toys are some of a Boxer's favorites. They love the texture of 

the simulated wool. They can be thrown far and can't damage your dog's teeth when caught 

at high speed.  

First remove the squeaker from the toy because a Boxer can remove it faster than you can-

but may swallow the device in the process. Rubber squeak toys are very attractive but 

belong in the hands of owners or photographers to attract attention in the show ring or 

photo sessions. They can easily be ripped apart and eaten, squeaker and all, at an alarming 

pace.  

Lastly, balls are heaven to a Boxer. It will play with one endlessly. Be sure the ball is soft 

enough not to injure teeth and large enough not to be swallowed in one gulp. Tennis balls 
are too small !  

Any veterinarian will tell you that surgery to remove a ball or other foreign object from your 

dog's intestinal tract is serious and life-threatening. Common sense should tell you what 

size is safe. Of course, there may come a time in a Boxer's life when it decides to educate 
its owner by using devices, not toys.  

Our friends' Boxer was so annoyed at being left behind in the house that it would go into the 

closet and hurl their shoes down the stairs into a pile by the front door. Book chewing and 

plant-eating are other ways to instruct owners that their Boxer found some aspect of their 

personality wanting.  
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Appropriately responding to these behaviors will save many treasured books and plants and 

may bring you to a better understanding of the Boxer's complex and fundamentally fun-
loving character.  

Stephanie Abraham 
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